Introduction {#section1-1177271920946715}
============

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) Biomarkers Definitions Working Group defined a biomarker as "a characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a therapeutic intervention."^[@bibr1-1177271920946715]^ Examples of biomarkers are changes in genes, proteins, cells, or tissue, or physiological measurements such a blood pressure. This article reviews simple methods for evaluating 4 types of biomarkers defined by their use: surrogate endpoint biomarker to shorten randomized trials, prognostic biomarkers to predict the risk of disease, predictive biomarkers to search for a promising subgroup in a randomized trial, and cancer screening biomarkers to predict cancer in asymptomatic persons.

Surrogate Endpoint Biomarkers to Shorten Randomized Trials {#section2-1177271920946715}
==========================================================

When a randomized trial requires a long time to obtain a true (clinically meaningful) endpoint, investigators are often interested in evaluating treatment effect sooner using a surrogate endpoint biomarker (also called a response biomarker).^[@bibr2-1177271920946715]^ A surrogate endpoint biomarker is a biomarker observed after randomization and before the true endpoint that is used to draw conclusions about the effect of treatment on the true endpoint. For example, some investigators have considered prostate-specific antigen (PSA) as a surrogate endpoint biomarker for symptomatic prostate cancer.^[@bibr3-1177271920946715]^ The use of a surrogate endpoint biomarker (also called a surrogate endpoint) is fundamentally an exercise in extrapolation,^[@bibr4-1177271920946715]^ with the strong possibility of obtaining misleading results.^[@bibr5-1177271920946715]^ Therefore, before its use to shorten a randomized trial, a surrogate endpoint must satisfy stringent criteria, in order to be considered clinically validated.

Problematic criteria for a surrogate endpoint {#section3-1177271920946715}
---------------------------------------------

Many commonly used criteria for evaluating a surrogate endpoint can yield incorrect or uninformative results. For a valid surrogate endpoint, the Prentice Criterion^[@bibr6-1177271920946715]^ requires that the probability of the true endpoint given the surrogate endpoint is the same in each randomization group. This requirement implies a single pathway from treatment to true outcome that passes through the surrogate outcome. The main problem with using the Prentice Criterion is that it requires a detailed understanding of the biological pathway, and such detailed knowledge is typically lacking. Moreover, in a small surrogate endpoint trial corresponding to a true endpoint that would require a large trial for adequate power, even a small deviation from the Prentice criterion can invalidate the surrogate endpoint.^[@bibr7-1177271920946715]^ Another commonly used criterion is a high proportion of treatment effect explained by the surrogate endpoint. Its major drawback is that the confidence intervals are typically too wide to be informative.^[@bibr8-1177271920946715],[@bibr9-1177271920946715]^ A third commonly used criterion for evaluating a surrogate endpoint is a high correlation between surrogate and true endpoints within each arm of the trial. However, this criterion provides little or no information for using a surrogate endpoint to draw conclusions about the effect of treatment on a true endpoint. Even perfect correlation between surrogate and true endpoints within each arm does not guarantee correct conclusions about the effect of treatment on true endpoint.^[@bibr10-1177271920946715]^

Meta-analytic surrogate endpoint evaluation {#section4-1177271920946715}
-------------------------------------------

For evaluating surrogate endpoints, many statisticians favor criteria based on data from multiple historical trials with surrogate and true endpoints. In this context, a frequently used criterion is a high trial-level association between the estimated effect of treatment on the surrogate endpoint and the estimated effect of treatment on the true endpoint.^[@bibr11-1177271920946715][@bibr12-1177271920946715]-[@bibr13-1177271920946715]^ The limitation of this criterion is the difficulty of determining the threshold for acceptability of the surrogate endpoint.^[@bibr14-1177271920946715]^ A useful supplement to the trial-level correlation is the surrogate threshold effect, the minimum effect of treatment on the surrogate endpoint necessary to predict a statistically significant effect of treatment on the true endpoint.^[@bibr14-1177271920946715]^

Five simple criteria for meta-analytic surrogate endpoint evaluation {#section5-1177271920946715}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

A simple approach to the evaluation of surrogate endpoints from historical trials involves 5 criteria, 2 of which are statistical, and 3 of which are biological.^[@bibr15-1177271920946715]^ The 2 statistical criteria arise from a random effects zero-intercept linear regression of the estimated effect of treatment on true endpoint as a function of the estimated effect of treatment on the surrogate endpoint. The random effects component captures the variability in the effect of treatment on the true endpoint, which can vary considerably among different treatments and study settings. The zero intercept in the regression has 2 desirable properties. First, it ensures that a zero effect of treatment on the surrogate endpoint implies a zero effect of treatment on the true endpoint. Second, it ensures that changing the labels of control and experimental treatment does not change the model.^[@bibr16-1177271920946715],[@bibr17-1177271920946715]^ For example, when comparing treatments A and B in one trial, B and C in another trial, and A and C in a third trial, it is not clear which treatments are control treatments and which are experimental treatments, so a model for the estimated effect of treatment on true endpoint, given the estimated effect of treatment on the surrogate endpoint should be invariant to the labeling of control and experimental treatments. See [Figure 1](#fig1-1177271920946715){ref-type="fig"} based on the hypothetical data in [Table 1](#table1-1177271920946715){ref-type="table"} for an example of the zero-intercept random-effects linear regression. See [Appendix 1](#app1-1177271920946715){ref-type="app"} for mathematical details.

![Surrogate endpoint meta-analysis for hypothetical data. The plot is based on the data in [Table 1](#table1-1177271920946715){ref-type="table"} and shows a zero-intercept random-effects linear regression (solid blue line) with 95% prediction band (dashed blue lines). Vertical black lines are 95% confidence intervals for the estimated effect of treatment on the predicted endpoint.](10.1177_1177271920946715-fig1){#fig1-1177271920946715}

###### 

Hypothetical data for a surrogate endpoint meta-analysis. Based on formulas in [Appendix 1](#app1-1177271920946715){ref-type="app"}, the sample size multiplier is 1.61 and the prediction separation score is 1.18.

![](10.1177_1177271920946715-table1)

  Sample size per arm   Estimated effect of treatment on surrogate endpoint   Estimated effect of treatment on true endpoint   Standard error of estimated effect of treatment on true endpoint
  --------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------
  43                    0.19                                                  3.5                                              3.8
  79                    1.16                                                  −2.2                                             1.1
  44                    1.81                                                  6.2                                              2.6
  66                    2.63                                                  7.2                                              1.7
  51                    4.03                                                  13.6                                             4.0
  31                    5.19                                                  24.8                                             4.1

Below is a list of 5 criteria for the acceptable use of a surrogate endpoint in a new trial when applying the zero-intercept random-effects model to data from historical trials with both surrogate and true endpoints. The first 2 criteria are statistical and relate directly to the model. The last 3 involve biological and clinical considerations when extrapolating to a new trial.

### Criterion 1. An acceptable sample size multiplier {#section6-1177271920946715}

The sample size multiplier is the sample size for the predicted effect of treatment on the true endpoint based on the surrogate endpoint divided by the sample size for the observed effect of treatment on the true endpoint (evaluated at the median effect of treatment on the surrogate endpoint). The sample size multiplier is greater than 1 because prediction involves more variability than the direct observation. Investigators use the sample size multiplier to decide if the larger sample size needed with a surrogate endpoint is worth the benefit of shortening the trial duration by using the surrogate endpoint.

### Criterion 2. A prediction separation score larger than 1 {#section7-1177271920946715}

The prediction separation score is the maximum change in the predicted treatment effect over the historical trials divided by the width of the prediction band at the median effect of treatment on the surrogate endpoint. A prediction separation score larger than 1 indicates no overlap of prediction bands at the extreme values for the range of surrogate endpoints in the historical trials, a strong indicator that the effect of treatment on the surrogate endpoint is informative for the effect of treatment on the true endpoint.

### Criterion 3. Similarity of biological mechanism of treatments in the new trial and the historical trials {#section8-1177271920946715}

If the new trial evaluates a treatment with a novel mechanism, it is doubtful that application of a surrogate endpoint from historical trials would be relevant to the new trial.^[@bibr18-1177271920946715]^ Hence, this criterion is necessary for extrapolating from historical trials to the new trial involving only the surrogate endpoint.

### Criterion 4. Similarity of secondary treatments following the observation of the surrogate endpoint {#section9-1177271920946715}

If the new trial involved a novel secondary treatment prompted by the surrogate endpoint, the surrogate endpoint evaluation based on previous trials would not apply.

### Criterion 5. A low risk of harmful side effects after observation of the surrogate endpoint {#section10-1177271920946715}

Even if the effect of treatment on the surrogate endpoint correctly predicted the effect of treatment on the true endpoint, use of the surrogate endpoint in a new trial is problematic if sufficiently harmful side effects (outweighing the benefits) arise after the time the surrogate endpoint is observed.^[@bibr18-1177271920946715]^ Of course, investigators would not know if there were harmful late-occurring side effects at the time when a trial is stopped to measure the surrogate endpoint, but they should consider this possibility based on their knowledge of the new treatment.

These criteria represent an appropriately high bar for evaluating trials involving a surrogate endpoint that are designed to change practice. For a preliminary exploratory study, such a high bar may not be needed, so investigators could relax some of these criteria. The main practical limitation of any method to evaluate surrogate endpoints is an incomplete understanding of the biology linking surrogate and true endpoints.

Prognostic Biomarkers to Improve Risk Prediction {#section11-1177271920946715}
================================================

Prognostic biomarkers^[@bibr2-1177271920946715]^ (also called risk prediction biomarkers) predict the development of disease or a clinical event with the goal of making treatment decisions. In many situations, investigators compare 2 risk prediction models in a validation sample:

1.  Model 1 based on standard predictors.

2.  Model 2 based on the standard predictors and prognostic biomarkers.

The validation sample should be a random sample of persons from a target population, possibly stratified by cases (who develop disease) and controls (who do not develop disease) in a nested case--control design. The goal is to draw conclusions about the prediction performance of Model 2 versus Model 1 in the target population.

Consider predicting the risk of invasive breast cancer in asymptomatic women. Women at sufficiently high risk receive treatment to reduce the risk of invasive breast cancer. Such treatment would likely be associated with harmful side effects. Model 1 was a risk-prediction model based on a questionnaire about risk factors including age and family history. Model 2 was based on the same questionnaire as Model 1 with the addition of information on single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).^[@bibr19-1177271920946715]^

If there were no costs or harm to collecting data on prognostic markers and the added prognostic markers were statistically significant, investigators would base risk prediction on Model 2 instead of Model 1. However, there is often a monetary cost or a harm associated with collecting data on the prognostic markers. For example, collecting information on SNPs has a monetary cost. Therefore, investigators need to weigh the cost of collecting data on the prognostic biomarker versus the anticipated benefits and harms of improved risk prediction.

The limitation of purely statistical measures {#section12-1177271920946715}
---------------------------------------------

Standard statistical measures for comparing the performance of Models 1 and 2, such as the change in the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC)^[@bibr20-1177271920946715]^ and the net reclassification improvement,^[@bibr21-1177271920946715]^ provide limited information for evaluating prognostic biomarkers because they do not account for the data collection costs or the benefits and harms of treatment. Another drawback of the net reclassification improvement is that it can give misleading results when the new biomarker has no predictive value.^[@bibr22-1177271920946715]^

A simple decision-analytic evaluation {#section13-1177271920946715}
-------------------------------------

Decision analysis provides a framework for comparing Models 1 and 2, which incorporates data collection costs and harms and benefits of treatment. Methodology involving decision curves^[@bibr23-1177271920946715][@bibr24-1177271920946715]-[@bibr25-1177271920946715]^ or relative utility curves^[@bibr26-1177271920946715][@bibr27-1177271920946715]-[@bibr28-1177271920946715]^ provides a sensitivity analysis based on varying the risk threshold, which is the risk of disease at which a person would be indifferent between treatment and no treatment. A useful statistic developed with relative utility curves is the test tradeoff, which is the minimum number of data collections per true positive to yield a positive net benefit.^[@bibr27-1177271920946715],[@bibr28-1177271920946715]^ Computation of the test tradeoff can be challenging. However, using AUC's from Models 1 and 2, investigators can easily approximate the minimum test tradeoff (MTT) as

$${MTT} = \frac{1}{\left\{ {(h\left( {{AU}C_{2}} \right) - h\left( {{AU}C_{1}} \right)} \right\} \times P}$$

where

$$h\left( {AUC} \right) = \ {AUC} - \left\{ \frac{1 - {AUC}}{2} \right\}^{\frac{1}{2}}$$

$${AU}C_{1} = \ {AUC}\ {for}\ {Model}\ 1,$$

$${AU}C_{2} = \ {AUC}\ {for}\ {Model}2,$$

$$\begin{array}{l}
{P = \ {probability}\ {of}\ {developing}\ {disease}\ {in}} \\
{{the}\ {target}\ {population}} \\
\end{array}$$

The MTT is useful for ruling out a risk-prediction model. In the study of the 5-year risk of invasive breast cancer, AUC~1~ = 0.56 and AUC~2~ = 0.59. For *P* = .003, the MTT = 1/({*h*\[0.59\]*---h*\[0.56\]} × 0.003) = 7200. Thus, at least 7200 sets of SNPs would be needed for every true positive to yield a positive net benefit in this example. If the MTT of 7200 is unacceptable, the MTT would rule out Model 2 in this example.

A practical limitation with the decision curves or relative utility curves is the difficulty of specifying a range of risk thresholds (indicating acceptable cost--benefit tradeoffs) because the benefit of treatment is typically unknown. However, for the more limited goal of ruling out a risk prediction model with MTT, which does not involve a range of risk thresholds, this limitation is not a concern.

Predictive Biomarkers to Identify a Promising Subgroup in Randomized Trials {#section14-1177271920946715}
===========================================================================

Predictive biomarkers (also called treatment selection markers)^[@bibr29-1177271920946715]^ are baseline biomarkers in a randomized trial that are used to identify a subgroup in randomized trial with an estimated treatment effect that is larger than the overall estimated treatment effect for the entire trial. A subgroup analysis is particularly useful when the estimated treatment effect in the subgroup is statistically significant and sufficiently large to outweigh any harms of treatment while the estimated overall treatment effect for the entire trial is not statistically significant.

Limitations of standard approaches with treatment-marker interactions {#section15-1177271920946715}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The standard approach to subgroup analysis involves modeling outcome as a function of randomization group with a term for the interaction between treatment assignment and biomarker.^[@bibr29-1177271920946715][@bibr30-1177271920946715]-[@bibr31-1177271920946715]^ This standard approach has 2 limitations. First, the interaction lacks a direct clinical interpretation of the usefulness of the marker for treatment selection.^[@bibr32-1177271920946715]^ Second, this approach does not parsimoniously combine information from multiple markers, complicating estimation and interpretation.

A simple implementation using multivariate STEPP {#section16-1177271920946715}
------------------------------------------------

A simple and informative method for using predictive markers in a subgroup analysis involves a multivariate version of the subpopulation treatment effect pattern plot (STEPP).^[@bibr33-1177271920946715]^ The original STEPP graphed estimated treatment effect in a subgroup versus a single predictive marker.^[@bibr34-1177271920946715],[@bibr35-1177271920946715]^ A multivariate STEPP graphs the estimated treatment effect in a subgroup versus a benefit score derived from a combination of markers. A general approach to mitigating problems with reproducibility in multivariate analyses is to separate model fitting from model evaluation. To implement a multivariate STEPP, investigators randomly split the data in a randomized trial into training and test samples, with model fitting in the training sample and subgroup selection and evaluation in the test sample.

Using the training sample, investigators fit a benefit function based on a set of predictive markers. The risk difference benefit function (called a single index scoring system^[@bibr36-1177271920946715]^ or a single index score^[@bibr37-1177271920946715]^ in related approaches) is the predicted difference in favorable outcomes between randomization groups as a function of the predictive markers. Mathematically, the risk difference benefit function has the form

$$\begin{array}{l}
{{RiskDifference}\left( x \right) = {pr}\left( Y = 1 \middle| {new}\ {treatment},x \right)} \\
{- {pr}\left( Y = 1 \middle| {old}\ {treatment},x \right),} \\
\end{array}$$

where *Y* is outcome, *Y* = 1 is a favorable outcome, and *x* is a list of biomarkers. For the risk difference benefit function, investigators can fit a separate logistic regression to each randomization group.

The responders-only benefit function (independently formulated as a marker-specific treatment effect model in a case-only approach)^[@bibr38-1177271920946715]^ is the estimated probability of assignment to the new treatment among participants with a rare outcome as a function of the predictive markers. Mathematically, the responders-only benefit function has the form,

$${ResponderOnly}\left( x \right) = \frac{{pr}\left( {new}\ {treatment}\  \middle| Y = 1,\ x \right)}{{pr}\left( {old}\ {treatment} \middle| Y = 1,\ x \right)}$$

where *Y* = 1 is the rare outcome that identifies "responders." For the responders-only benefit function, investigators can fit a single regression model to an indicator of new versus old treatment. The responders-only benefit function can be equivalently written as *ResponderOnly*(*x*) = 1 + *RiskDifference*(*x*)/*pr*(*Y* = 1\|old treatment, *x*), indicating that it is a function of the risk difference benefit function, and thereby not introducing bias by focusing only on responders. For a rare outcome, the responders-only benefit function substantially reduces data collection costs relative to the risk difference benefit function because investigators need only measure the marker in participants with the rare outcome.

For each participant in the test sample, investigators compute a benefit score *s* by applying the benefit function to the participants' predictive markers. Let *d* denote the difference in the estimated probabilities of a favorable outcome between randomization groups among participants with a benefit score greater than or equal to *s*. The multivariate STEPP plots *d* and its 95% confidence band versus the benefit score *s.* To simplify computations, investigators can consider 5 benefit score cutpoints at quantiles ranging from a small value to 1 and, using a Bonferroni adjustment, compute 1 -- .025/5 = 99.5% confidence intervals (estimate ±2.58 × standard error) at each cutpoint. A more complicated adjustment for multiple comparisons could use a simulation to obtain a narrower confidence band.^[@bibr33-1177271920946715]^

For an example of a multivariate STEPP with artificial data, see [Table 2](#table2-1177271920946715){ref-type="table"} and the corresponding [Figure 2](#fig2-1177271920946715){ref-type="fig"}. In [Table 2](#table2-1177271920946715){ref-type="table"}, the estimated overall treatment effect for the entire trial, which corresponds to Quantile 1.00 and benefit score −0.96, is not statistically significant, while the estimated treatment effect in the subgroup defined by quantile 0.50 and benefit score −1.95 is statistically significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons.

###### 

Hypothetical data for computing multivariate STEPP, which plots *d* versus *s*. The 95% confidence bands plot *d*~LOW~ versus *s* and *d*~UPP~ versus *s*.

![](10.1177_1177271920946715-table2)

                                                                                             Benefit score *s*                             
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------- -------- -------- ------- -------
  Benefit score                                                                              −0.96               −0.577   −0.195   0.188   0.57
  Approximate quantile                                                                       1.00                0.81     0.50     0.24    0.07
  *x*~0~ = number in randomization group 0 with benefit score ⩾*s* and a favorable outcome   159                 124      74       34      6
  *x*~1~ = number in randomization group 1 with benefit score ⩾*s* and a favorable outcome   134                 128      94       50      19
  n~0~ = number in randomization group 0 with benefit score ⩾*s*                             300                 241      155      76      21
  n~1~ = number in randomization group 1 with benefit score ⩾*s*                             300                 247      147      67      20
  *d* = *p*~1~ -- *p*~0~, where *p~j~* = *x~j~*/n~*j*~                                       −0.083              0.004    0.162    0.299   0.664
  *se* = {*p*~1~(1 -- *p*~1~)/n~1~ + *p*~0~(1 -- *p*~0~)/n~0~}^1/2^                          0.041               0.045    0.056    0.078   0.11
  *d*~LOW~ = *d* -- 2.58*se*                                                                 −0.188              −0.113   0.017    0.098   0.381
  *d*~UPP~ = *d* + 2.58*se*                                                                  0.021               0.12     0.307    0.5     0.948

Abbreviation: STEPP, subpopulation treatment effect pattern plot.

![Multivariate STEPP for hypothetical data. The plot is based on the data in [Table 2](#table2-1177271920946715){ref-type="table"}. The dashed line indicates the 95% confidence band. STEPP indicate subpopulation treatment effect pattern plot.](10.1177_1177271920946715-fig2){#fig2-1177271920946715}

The main practical limitation of this methodology is that it can only detect a large subgroup treatment effect because of the reduced sample size resulting from the split into training and test samples with further restriction to the subgroup in the test sample and adjustment for multiple comparisons. Nevertheless, if data on predictive markers are readily available, the multivariate STEPP is worth applying on the chance of finding a large subgroup treatment effect.

Cancer Screening Biomarkers to Predict Cancer in Asymptomatic Persons {#section17-1177271920946715}
=====================================================================

Cancer screening is the testing of persons asymptomatic for cancer for the presence of precancerous lesions, early-stage cancer or cancer screening biomarkers, followed by early intervention if the test is positive.^[@bibr39-1177271920946715]^ A cancer screening biomarker (also called a marker for the early detection of cancer) is a prognostic biomarker that predicts the development of symptomatic cancer in asymptomatic persons. In practice, investigators combine cancer screening markers into a cancer prediction model. The main stages in the biomarker pipeline to develop and evaluate cancer screening tests are (1) discovery of new cancer screening biomarkers (ideally from stored specimens in asymptomatic persons) and their combination into a cancer prediction model, (2) validation of the cancer prediction model using stored specimens from asymptomatic persons, (3) initial short-term evaluation of cancer screening biomarkers as triggers of early intervention, and (4) the definitive long-term evaluation of cancer screening biomarkers as triggers of early intervention using a large randomized trial with a cancer mortality endpoint.^[@bibr39-1177271920946715]^ This pipeline differs from the more commonly discussed phases of biomarker development for cancer screening tests^[@bibr40-1177271920946715]^ in the ideal use stored specimens for discovery and the different short-term evaluations of cancer screening biomarkers as triggers of early intervention (such as the application of the paired availability design^[@bibr41-1177271920946715],[@bibr42-1177271920946715]^ to an interval cancer endpoint).

The focus of this discussion is the validation of cancer prediction models using stored specimens. In a typical validation study, investigators collect stored specimens from asymptomatic persons, follow the participants a few years, and ascertain the biomarkers from the stored specimens in all persons who develop symptomatic cancer and a random sample who do not.^[@bibr43-1177271920946715]^ A major obstacle to implementing this biomarker validation study is the large sample size, which is a consequence of the low cancer incidence among the asymptomatic participants.

A key goal in the evaluation of cancer screening biomarkers is to reduce the validation sample size while increasing prediction performance. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to consider 2 pairs of performance metrics. One pair of performance metrics is sensitivity, the probability of a positive prediction, given a person later develops cancer, and specificity, the probability of a negative prediction given a person does not later develop cancer. Another pair of performance metrics is positive predictive value, the probability of developing cancer, given a positive prediction, and the negative predictive value, the probability of not developing cancer, given a negative prediction. In this application, sensitivity and specificity determine sample size, while positive predictive and negative predictive values provide a more interpretable measure of prediction performance. As incorrect prediction of cancer can lead to unnecessary and sometimes harmful early interventions, the positive predictive value needs to be as large as possible. For the rare outcome of symptomatic cancer during the study period, the negative predictive value is approximately equal to 1, and a large positive predictive value requires a very high specificity regardless of the sensitivity.^[@bibr44-1177271920946715]^ The following discussion compares standard and revised target performances for sensitivity and specificity and their implications for positive predictive value. In the discussion, lower bound refers to 2.5%.

Sample size based on a standard target performance {#section18-1177271920946715}
--------------------------------------------------

A standard target performance for a validation study of cancer screening biomarkers is a sensitivity of 80% with a lower bound of 70% sensitivity and a specificity of 99% with a lower bound of 97% specificity.^[@bibr43-1177271920946715],[@bibr45-1177271920946715],[@bibr46-1177271920946715]^ As discussed in [Appendix 2](#app2-1177271920946715){ref-type="app"}, the standard target performance translates into intermediate sample sizes of 70 cases and 300 controls. If the probability of developing cancer in the study is 1%, the validation sample size needed to achieve the intermediate sample sizes is 8600 participants with stored specimens, and the lower bound on the positive predictive value is 0.19.

Substantially reduced sample size based on the revised target performance {#section19-1177271920946715}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The key to reducing sample size while improving the positive predictive value is to change from the standard target performance to the revised target performance that involves an imprecise sensitivity and a precise perfect specificity.^[@bibr45-1177271920946715],[@bibr46-1177271920946715]^ The revised target performance specifies either a sensitivity of 80% with a lower bound of 50% sensitivity under Scenario 1 or a sensitivity of 50% with a lower bound of 20% sensitivity under Scenario 2. It also specifies a specificity of 100% with a lower bound of 99.5% specificity. As discussed in [Appendix 2](#app2-1177271920946715){ref-type="app"}, the revised target performance translates into intermediate sample sizes of 12 cases and 740 controls. If the probability of developing cancer in the study is 1%, the validation sample size needed to achieve the intermediate sample sizes is 2000 persons, and the lower bound on the positive predictive value is 0.29 under Scenario 1 and 0.50 under Scenario 2. Thus, relative to the standard target performance, the revised target performance both reduces sample size and increases the lower bound on the positive predictive value. Importantly, the reduced sample size can make some otherwise infeasible validation studies feasible. [Table 3](#table3-1177271920946715){ref-type="table"} shows the validation sample sizes and lower bounds on the positive predictive values under both standard and revised target performances.

###### 

Validation sample sizes and lower bounds on the positive predictive value with standard and revised target performances.

![](10.1177_1177271920946715-table3)

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Probability of developing cancer in the population   Standard target performance\     Revised target performance\                                   
                                                       Sensitivity = 80% (LB = 70%).\   Sensitivity = 50% (LB = 20%) for Scenario 1.\                 
                                                       Specificity = 99% (LB = 97%).    Sensitivity = 80% (LB = 50%) for Scenario 2.\                 
                                                                                        Specificity = 100% (LB = 99.5%).                              
  ---------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------ ------ ------
  0.005                                                17 100                           0.10                                            3900   0.17   0.33

  0.007                                                12 200                           0.14                                            2800   0.22   0.41

  0.010                                                8600                             0.19                                            2000   0.29   0.50

  0.015                                                5700                             0.26                                            1300   0.38   0.60

  0.020                                                4300                             0.32                                            1000   0.45   0.67

  0.025                                                3500                             0.37                                            800    0.51   0.72
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations: LB, 2.5% lower bound; PPV, positive predictive value.

The double-dip design {#section20-1177271920946715}
---------------------

The reduction in the validation sample size with the revised target performance is the basis for the double-dip design, which makes biomarker discovery more relevant.^[@bibr46-1177271920946715]^ The problem with standard biomarker discovery is that it is usually based on a convenience sample of biomarkers collected from persons with symptomatic cancer and from controls without clinical cancer. Biomarkers identified from a convenience sample may have little relevance for cancer prediction among asymptomatic persons.^[@bibr46-1177271920946715]^ The double-dip design begins with standard biomarker discovery using a convenience sample. If the cancer prediction model derived from the convenience sample performs poorly in the validation sample of stored specimens from asymptomatic persons, the double-dip design uses the validation sample of stored specimens for second-chance discovery (the double dip) followed by a second validation sample of stored specimens. The practical limitation of the double-dip design is the limited sample size of the more relevant discovery sample involving stored specimens. However, this limitation is outweighed by the benefit of more relevant second-chance discovery.

Discussion {#section21-1177271920946715}
==========

The focus here is on methods of biomarker evaluation that have a solid conceptual basis and are relatively easy to implement compared with some other approaches in the literature. The zero-intercept random-effects model for the meta-analytic surrogate endpoint evaluation is easy to compute using the formulas in [Appendix 1](#app1-1177271920946715){ref-type="app"}. For prognostic and predictive biomarkers, it is necessary to fit a model to predict the binary outcome based on multiple biomarkers. Investigators often use a logistic regression model for prediction, which often performs as well as more complicated machine learning algorithms.^[@bibr47-1177271920946715]^ However, investigators can also use machine-learning algorithms. Once the models are fit, the next step is to find the appropriate cutpoints in the validation sample and apply the simple formulas. For computing MTT for prognostic biomarkers, the simple formulas based on AUC are given in the text. For predictive biomarkers, the formulas are found in [Table 2](#table2-1177271920946715){ref-type="table"}. The sample sizes for validation studies of cancer screening biomarkers are presented in [Table 3](#table3-1177271920946715){ref-type="table"}.
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Surrogate endpoint biomarkers {#section22-1177271920946715}
=============================

This appendix reviews the derivation of the 2 statistics used for the meta-analytic surrogate endpoint evaluation. For each trial *i* *=* 1, 2, 3,. . ., *k*, the data consist of 4 quantities: *n*~*i*~ = average sample size in each arm, *x~i~* = estimated effect of treatment on the surrogate endpoint biomarker, *y~i~* = estimated effect of treatment on the true endpoint, and *w~i~* = estimated variance of the estimated effect of treatment on the true endpoint. The zero-intercept random-effects linear regression model to predict the effect of treatment on the true endpoint is *y~i~* = β*x~i~* + μ + ε*~i~*, where μ \~ N(0, *σ*^2^) and ε~*i*~ \~ N(0, *w~i~*). In a new trial with an effect of treatment on the surrogate endpoint equal to *x*, the predicted effect of treatment on the true endpoint is *y~pred~* = *b x*, where *b* *=* Σ(*x~i~ y~i~*/*h~i~*)/Σ(*x~i~*^2^*/h~i~*), *h~i~* *=* (*y~i~* *-- b*~0~ *x~i~*)^2^, and *b*~0~ *=* Σ*x~i~ y~i~* / Σ*x~i~*^2^. The estimated variance of the estimated effect of treatment on the true endpoint in the new trial is *w*(*n*) *=* Σ*w~i~* n~*i*~/(*k* *n*), based on averaging estimated variances in the historical trials and adjusting for sample size *n* in the new trial. The variance of *y*~pred~ in the new trial is *var*(*x*, *n*) = *x*^2^/Σ(*x*~i~^2^/*h*~i~) + *v* + *w*(*n*), where *v* = *max*{(Σ*h~i~* /*k* -- Σ*w~i~* /*k*), 0}. Let *x\** and *n\** denote the median values of {*x~i~*} and {*n*~*i*~} in the historical trials. In this notation, the sample size multiplier is var(*x\**, n*\**)/*w*(n*\**) and the prediction separation score is *b* (*x~max~* -- *x~min~*)/{2 × 1.96 *va*r(*x\**, *n\**)^½^}, where *x~max~* *=* maximum of {*x*~i~} and *x~min~* *=* minimum of {*x*~i~}.

Cancer screening biomarkers {#section23-1177271920946715}
===========================

This appendix discusses the derivation of the sample size formulas for the validation of a risk-prediction model based on cancer screening biomarkers collected in stored specimens. Let *Spec~LB~* denote the approximate 2.5% lower bound on specificity, and *Sens~LB~* denote the approximate 2.5% lower bound on sensitivity. Let n~0~ denote control sample size and *x*~0~ denote number of controls that are positive. Let n~1~ denote case sample size and *x*~1~ denote number of cases that are positive. Based on Clopper--Pearson confidence intervals,^[@bibr48-1177271920946715]^ for a 2.5% lower bound on sensitivity, CDF(Binomial \[n~1~, *Sens~LB~*\], *x*~1~) ≈ 0.975, and for a 2.5% lower bound on specificity, CDF\[Binomial(n~0~, \[1 -- *Spec~LB~*\]), *x*~0~\] ≈ 0.025, where CDF denotes the cumulative distribution function.

Standard target performance {#section24-1177271920946715}
---------------------------

For estimating sensitivity, the 2.5% lower bound of 0.70 requires 70 cases (with at least 56 positives) because CDF(Binomial\[70, 0.70\], 56) = 0.978. For estimating specificity, the 2.5% lower bound of 0.97 requires 300 controls (with at most 3 positives) because CDF(Binomial\[300, 0.03\], 3) = 0.020. For a 1% probability of developing symptomatic cancer, a validation sample size of 8600 yields 70 cases with approximate 95% probability because CDF(Binomial\[8600, 0.01\], 70) = 0.043.

Revised target performance {#section25-1177271920946715}
--------------------------

For estimating sensitivity, the 2.5% lower bound of 0.50 requires 12 cases (with at least 9 positives for validation) because CDF(Binomial\[12, 0.50\], 9) = 0.981. The 2.5% lower bound of 0.50 requires 12 cases (with at least 9 positives for validation) because CDF(Binomial\[12, 0.50\], 9) = 0.981. For estimating specificity, the 2.5% lower bound of 0.995 requires 740 controls (with 0 positives) because CDF(Binomial\[740, 0.005\], 0) = 0.024. For a 1% probability of developing cancer, a validation sample size of 2000 yields 12 cases with approximate 95% probability because CDF(Binomial\[2000, 0.01\], 12) = 0.038.
